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RELS 185: WOMEN AND RELIGION 
Sections 185.01 & 185.02 
SYNCHRONOUS ONLINE 

Madison Tarleton, M.A., Ph.D Candidate (she/her/s)          Fall 2021 
tarletonme@g.cofc.edu       Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
Office hours: By appointment       11:00 – 11:50, 12:00 – 12:50 
          
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: In this course students will examine the idea(s) surrounding Woman, 
Women, Femineity, and identity as she/they have encountered religion throughout history. This course 
will focus on ideas, images, and the roles of women within various global religious traditions, along with 
a consideration of their effects on social structures, political climates, and cultural nuance. This course 
will use material culture artifacts, works of art by and about women, and film to offer a robust and careful 
consideration of the roles that women have held in religious spaces and traditions. Attention and care will 
be paid to the ways that gender and identity construction have changed over time.   
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES: The following course objectives echo the learning outcomes established by 
the RELS department: Students will understand the implications of a text's rhetorical strategy and 
recognize meanings beyond the author's explicit message. Students will recognize that the development of 
women’s roles in the particular religion under study is linked to specific identities; historical and cultural 
gender expectations and, issues of power. Students will become aware of their own judgments in their 
encounters with diverse traditions. These competencies will be assessed through the student’s ability to 
articulate an academic approach to the study of religion in their discussions, written work, and final  
presentations.   
 
This course also satisfies the two General Education Student Learning Outcomes in the Humanities: 
1) Students analyze how ideas are represented, interpreted and valued in various expressions of human 
culture; and 2) Students examine relevant primary source materials as understood by the discipline and 
interpret the material in writing assignments.  
 
These two learning outcomes will be assessed by the three short papers (worth 15% of your grade, each), 
which will ask students to: interpret our reading materials in concise writing assignments, think about 
how religion is a key factor in identity and expression of gender, and consider how ideas are represented 
and expressed.  
 
REQUIRED TEXTS: 

• Laura Vance, Women in New Religions (New York University Press, New York, 2015) (all 
formats are good: audiobook, eBook, hard copy)  

• Megan Goodwin and Illyse Morgenstein Fuerst, Keeping it 101, podcast (available wherever you 
listen to podcasts 

AVAILABLE VIA OAKS 
• Short-readings, assigned and available through links in OAKS/library proxy links 
• Films, assigned and available through the library website (unless otherwise stated) 
• YouTube videos, assigned and available through links in OAKS 

In this course, will use a variety of different mediums to effectively communicate and examine the role of 
women & religion. We all learn differently, communicate our learning experiences differently, and 

mailto:tarletonme@g.cofc.edu
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therefore, we all require different learning tools. I hope that by using videos, movies, readings, podcasts, 
and visual media, you all will leave this class with a more robust understanding of the ways in which 
women have been in religion, outside of religion, influencing religion, and ultimately, …. & religion.  

 
Course Requirements and Assignments: 

 
Participation & Attendance (20%): This class, while online, will require ample participation and 
attendance. On days with lectures, I expect tentative listening and engaged participation when necessary. 
On days that are discussion based (presentation of short papers), I expect all students to engage with their 
classmates in a thoughtful, kind, and curious manner. If you have something that precludes you from 
actively participating in discussion, please let me know and an accommodation can be made. If you are an 
athlete, please let me know on the first day of class of any impending travel dates. Five or more, 
unexcused class absences, may result in a lower grade.  
 
Short Papers (45%): Over the course of the semester, you will turn in three short papers. These papers 
will be 2-3 pages, double-spaced, reflecting on the assigned readings and/or materials. These papers are 
open-ended, but I would encourage you to have an introduction, an argument or critique, a few supporting 
pieces of evidence, and a conclusion. You are welcome to reflect on the readings and how they helped 
you understand the topic. You are welcome to critique the readings and offer examples of where the 
readings did not live up to their expectations. You are welcome to reflect on the film/video or podcast 
from the week. Regardless of how you decide to structure the paper, you must use evidence (citations) 
from the readings, good syntax, grammar, and spelling, and your paper must be clear and concise. While 
2-3 pages doesn’t sound like much, these papers are intended to challenge you to write a convincing 
argument/reflection in fewer pages. Each paper will be worth 15% of your grade, 45% total of your final 
grade. There will be sign-ups for which unit you will do, so that you and I can both be accountable for 
your assignment. Your papers will be due the Wednesday of the unit you are reflecting on. You and your 
classmates will each get a few minutes to summarize your paper and then participate in leading the 
discussion about the weeks readings and assignments. (Hint: If you are doing a paper for a week, you 
need to have read, watched, and/or listened to all of the material for that week ahead of time).  
 

Short paper #1 (15%) 
Short paper #2 (15%) 
Short paper #3 (15%) 

 
Final Presentation Draft (5%): On Monday, November 1st, you will upload a short document that 
includes the preliminary title for your presentation (or topic), a few sentences discussing you argument, 
and a few resources that you will be using for information. I will give you feedback to help push your 
towards a successful final project.  
 
Final presentation (30%): Your final presentation will be on a topic of your choice. You may choose to 
further investigate one of the units we did in class, or you can choose to branch out and do something 
else. Whatever you choose, must fall under the umbrella of “Women & Religion.” Beyond that, you are 
free to choose something that excites and delights you. We will spend time during our review week 
having one-on-one meetings about your intended topic. This presentation should be 8-10 minutes long 
using a multimedia technology service of your choice. They will be presented on Zoom, so make sure 
they are fun and engaging!  
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Grading Scale: A: 93-100; A-: 90-92; B+: 87-89; B: 83-86; B-: 80-82; C+: 77-79; C: 73-76; C-: 70-72; 
D+: 67-69; D: 63-66; D-: 61-62 F: 60 or below.  

Late Policy: Late assignments will lose 10% of the intended grade per 24-hour period that they are late. 
For example, a paper turned in one-day late that would have received a score of 89, will lose 8.9 points.  
 
 

Road Map: Structure of the Weeks 
Mondays: Mostly me  

• Housekeeping: upcoming assignments, technical difficulties, Q&A 
• Review: Discuss the film from the week before/review content from the previous week 
• Lecture/PowerPoint: cover the unit, the readings, and the what to expect with the rest of the 

week  

Wednesdays: Mostly you 
• Housekeeping: upcoming assignments, technical difficulties, Q&A 
• Short paper summaries: students with assigned short papers for that week will briefly 

summarize their paper in 3-5 minutes 
• Discussions: these will take place as full class discussions, small group discussions, or popcorn 

discussions (last resort if no one wants to share  ) 
• Finalize Fun Friday: Questions, concerns, or issues with assignment for Fun Friday 

Friday Fun Day:  
• Film, Podcast, or Video (or reading and short video) in place of class meeting 
• Watch film, listen to podcast, or watch a video: please take notes for Monday’s discussion 
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ADDITIONAL COURSE NOTES & COLLEGE POLICIES 

 

SNAP: If you have a disability that qualifies you for academic accommodation, please present a letter 
from the Center for Disability Services at the beginning of the semester. For more information regarding 
accommodation and the SNAP program, 
see: http://www.cofc.edu/~cds/index.htm.  

Academic Integrity Statement: Lying, cheating, attempted cheating, and plagiarism are violations of our 
Honor Code that, when suspected, are investigated. Each incident will be examined to determine the 
degree of deception involved.  
 
Incidents where the instructor determines the student’s actions are related more to misunderstanding and 
confusion will be handled by the instructor. The instructor designs an intervention or assigns a grade 
reduction to help prevent the student from repeating the error. The response is recorded on a form and 
signed both by the instructor and the student. It is forwarded to the Office of the Dean of Students and 
placed in the student’s file.  
 
Cases of suspected academic dishonesty will be reported directly by the instructor and/or others having 
knowledge of the incident to the Dean of Students. A student found responsible by the Honor Board for 
academic dishonesty will receive a XXF in the course, indicating failure of the course due to academic 
dishonesty. This status indicator will appear on the student’s transcript for two years after which the 
student may petition for the XX to be expunged. The F is permanent.  
 
Students can find the complete Honor Code and all related processes in the Student Handbook at: 
http://deanofstudents.cofc.edu/honor-system/studenthandbook/.” 
 
Netiquette & Tech: This class is online and synchronous. Reliable internet and a camera & microphone 
are required. If you need help getting either of these resources, check out the IT page: 
https://it.cofc.edu/laptops/. This has resources for loaner computers, financial aid for tech, etc. Please do 
not join our online class meeting on your phone. It can be distracting for you, for others, and for me. If 
there are circumstances beyond your control where you need to “phone in” (i.e. an emergency has 
precluded you from having your computer) let me know one-day in advance (if possible). Finally, I want 
to be thoughtful, gracious, and strategic about requiring camera usage/non-usage. I would really like to 
encourage camera usage. Studies have found that students who see each other during online courses are 
more likely to be engaged and to participate. I want you all to feel safe in my “classroom” which includes 
feeling comfortable keeping cameras on. Embrace the fun and unexpected moments of an online, camera-
on class. You all will likely see my dogs walking around or hear the faint sound of a leaf-blower outside. 
Let’s create an environment that is safe, comfortable, and filled with laughter at the expected.  
 
OAKS: OAKS, including Gradebook, will be used for this course throughout the semester to provide the 
syllabus and class materials and grades for each assignment, which will be regularly posted. 
 
CLASS RECORDINGS: Class sessions will be recorded via both voice and video recording. By 
attending and remaining in this class, the student consents to being recorded. Recorded class sessions are 
for instructional use only and may not be shared with anyone who is not enrolled in the class 
 
MENTAL AND PHYSICAL WELLBEING: At the college, we take every students’ mental and 
physical wellbeing seriously. If you find yourself experiencing physical illnesses, please reach out to 
student health services (843.953.5520). And if you find yourself experiencing any mental health 

http://deanofstudents.cofc.edu/honor-system/studenthandbook/
https://it.cofc.edu/laptops/
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challenges (for example, anxiety, depression, stressful life events, sleep deprivation, and/or 
loneliness/homesickness) please consider contacting either the Counseling Center (professional 
counselors at http://counseling.cofc.edu or 843.953.5640 3rd Robert Scott Small Building) or the Students 
4 Support (certified volunteers through texting "4support" to 839863, visit 
http://counseling.cofc.edu/cct/index.php, or meet with them in person 3rd Floor Stern Center).  These 
services are there for you to help you cope with difficulties you may be experiencing and to maintain 
optimal physical and mental health. 
 
FOOD AND HOUSING RESOURCES: 
Many CofC students report experiencing food and housing insecurity. If you are facing challenges in 
securing food (such as not being able to afford groceries or get sufficient food to eat every day) and 
housing (such as lacking a safe and stable place to live), please contact the Dean of Students for support 
(http://studentaffairs.cofc.edu/about/salt.php). Also, you can go to http://studentaffairs.cofc.edu/student-
food-housing-insecurity/index.php to learn about food and housing assistance that is available to you. In 
addition, there are several resources on and off campus to help. You can visit the Cougar Pantry in the 
Stern Center (2nd floor), a student-run food pantry that provides dry-goods and hygiene products at no 
charge to any student in need. Please consider reaching out if you need more assistance.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://counseling.cofc.edu/
http://counseling.cofc.edu/cct/index.php
http://studentaffairs.cofc.edu/about/salt.php
http://studentaffairs.cofc.edu/student-food-housing-insecurity/index.php
http://studentaffairs.cofc.edu/student-food-housing-insecurity/index.php
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Course Schedule: 

*Assignments and readings on the course schedule should be COMPLETED FOR the day they are 
listed. For example, on August 27th, you should be prepared to discuss the podcast episode from 

Keeping it 101.  
 

*Some readings may be subject to change. If this happens, there will be ample notice* 
 

Class 
Times 

Reading/Listening/Watching Assignments Other 

Unit 1: What is religion, anyway? 

Wed., 
August 
25 

READ: Syllabus Come to class with all 
questions about the 
syllabus. 

Turn in-signed syllabus 
contract after class.  

 

Fri., 
August 
27 

LISTEN: Megan Goodwin and Ilyse 
Morgenstein Fuerst, “What the Heck Is 
Religion, and What the Heck Is This Podcast?,” 
Keeping It 101: A Killjoys Introduction to 
Religion. E101 

 

After you listen, read the 
show notes and the 
glossary: 
https://keepingit101.com
/glossary. 

 

Unit 2: Queer & Femme: Encountering Religion  

Mon.,A
ug. 30 

READ: Amy K. Milligan, “Expanding 
Sisterhood: Jewish Lesbians and 
Externalizations of Jewishness,” Journal of 
Lesbian Studies 18, no. 4 (October 2, 2014): 
437–55. 

Take diligent reading 
notes 

 

Wed., 
Sep. 1 

READ: Bernie Sue Newmanxy, “Lesbians, 
Gays and Religion,” Journal of Lesbian Studies 
6, no. 3–4 (October 21, 2002): 87–98.  

Short Paper Unit 2 due  

Friday, 
Septemb
er 3 

WATCH: Emmanuel Itier and Sharon Stone, 
Femme: Women Healing the World (San 
Francisco, California, USA: Kanopy Streaming, 
2016). 

 Critical 
thinking: 
what is this 
film missing? 
Who is this 
film missing? 
Who was left 

https://keepingit101.com/glossary
https://keepingit101.com/glossary
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out from this 
film? 

Unit 3: Race, Gender, and Sexuality… and religion? 

Monday, 
Septemb
er 6 

LISTEN: Megan Goodwin and Ilyse 
Morgenstein Fuerst, “Race, Gender, and 
Sexuality: What’s Religion Got to Do with 
’Em?,” Keeping It 101: A Killjoys Introduction 
to Religion. E201 

Take diligent reading 
notes 

 

Wednes
day, 
Sep. 8 

READ: Kevin L. Nadal et al., “A Qualitative 
Approach to Intersectional Microaggressions: 
Understanding Influences of Race, Ethnicity, 
Gender, Sexuality, and Religion,” Qualitative 
Psychology 2, no. 2 (2015): 147–63. 

Short Paper Unit 3 due  

Friday, 
Septemb
er 10 

LISTEN: Megan Goodwin and Ilyse 
Morgenstein Fuerst, “Gender, Sexuality, and 
Religion in What’s NOT the U.S.,” Keeping It 
101: A Killjoys Introduction to Religion. E206 

& 

Megan Goodwin and Ilyse Morgenstein Fuerst, 
“Gender, Sexuality, and Religion in What’s 
Now the U.S.,” Keeping It 101: A Killjoys 
Introduction to Religion. E205 

Read all of the notes on 
the podcast page.  

 

Unit 4: Chicana Feminism & Spirituality: Race, Gender, & Place 

Monday, 
Septemb
er 13 

READ: Gloria E. Anzaldua, “La Prieta” (n.d.), 
https://ailleurs.hypotheses.org/files/2018/11/1.-
ANZALDUA-La-Prieta.pdf. 

Take diligent reading 
notes 

 

Wednes
day, 
Sep. 15 

READ: Norell Martínez, “Femzines, Artivism, 
and Altar Aesthetics: Third Wae Feminism 
Chicana Style,” Chiricú Journal: Latina/o 
Literatures, Arts, and Culture 2, no. 2 (2018): 
45–67. 

Short Paper Unit 4 due  

Friday, 
Septemb
er 17 

READ: “Reflections on Mujeres de Maiz – 
Sacred Matters Magazine,” accessed July 23, 
2021,https://sacredmattersmagazine.com/reflect
ions-on-mujeres-de-maiz/. 

  

Unit 5: Womanist Theology: Intersections and Religious Identity 

https://ailleurs.hypotheses.org/files/2018/11/1.-ANZALDUA-La-Prieta.pdf
https://ailleurs.hypotheses.org/files/2018/11/1.-ANZALDUA-La-Prieta.pdf
https://sacredmattersmagazine.com/reflections-on-mujeres-de-maiz/
https://sacredmattersmagazine.com/reflections-on-mujeres-de-maiz/
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Monday, 
Septemb
er 20 

READ: Katie Cannon, “Introduction,” in Black 
Womanist Ethics (Eugene: Wipf and Stock 
Publishers, 2006). 

Take diligent reading 
notes 

 

Wednes
day, 
Sep. 22 

READ: Pamela LIghtsey, “Black Women’s 
Experience and Queer Black Women’s Lives,” 
in Our Lives Matter: A Queer Womanist 
Theology (Eugene: Pickwick Publications, 
2015). 

Short paper Unit 5 due  

Friday, 
Septemb
er 24 

WATCH: Womanist Institute, What Manner 
Of Woman - A Short Documentary Film, 
accessed July 24, 2021, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUlc6L1Z9
-k. 

  

Unit 6: Leaving People Out: Diversity and Inclusion in the Jewish Community 

Monday, 
Septemb
er 27 

READ: Sara Lipton, “Where Are the Jewish 
Women,” in Dark Mirror (New York: 
Metropolitan Books, 2014). 

Take diligent   

Wednes
day, 
Sep. 29 

READ: Shaye Cohen, Why Aren’t Jewish 
Women Circumcised: Gender and Covenant in 
Judaism (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2005). 

Read two of the following chapters: 5, 6, 7, or 8 

Short paper Unit 6 due What are the 
four 
responses to 
the question 
“Why aren’t 
Jewish 
Women 
circumcised?
”  

Friday, 
October 
1 

WATCH: The Jewish Theological Seminary, 
Racial Diversity and Inclusiveness Within the 
Jewish Community: Past, Present, & (Charting 
a) Future, accessed July 24, 2021, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vp8im9do
7I. 

READ: “Why These Jewish Women Of Color 
Marched In The Women’s March,” Essence 
(blog), accessed July 24, 2021, 
https://www.essence.com/op-ed/why-these-
jewish-women-of-color-marched-in-the-
womens-march/. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUlc6L1Z9-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUlc6L1Z9-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vp8im9do7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vp8im9do7I
https://www.essence.com/op-ed/why-these-jewish-women-of-color-marched-in-the-womens-march/
https://www.essence.com/op-ed/why-these-jewish-women-of-color-marched-in-the-womens-march/
https://www.essence.com/op-ed/why-these-jewish-women-of-color-marched-in-the-womens-march/
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Unit 7: Women in New Religions & Religious Movements:  

Monday, 
October 
4 

READ: Laura Vance, “Mormonism: Gendering 
the Heavens,” and “Introduction” in Women in 
New Religions (New York: New York 
University Press, 2015). 

OPTIONAL: interview with the author: 
https://wrldrels.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/Interview-with-Laura-
Vance.pdf  

Take diligent reading 
notes 

 

Wednes
day, 
October 
6 

READ: Laura Vance, “Seventh-Day 
Adventism: Women’s Changing Role in an 
Endtime Religion” (New York: New York 
University Press, 2015);  

And 

Laura Vance, “The Family International: 
Sexualizing Gender,” in Women in New 
Religions (New York: New York University 
Press, 2015). 

Short Paper Unit 7 due  

Friday, 
October 
8 

WATCH: Mormonism feminism and the role 
of women in the LDS Church, YouTube, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
pAlctUictQ.  

  

Unit 8: Hindu Goddess Tradition: Women’s Authority, Women’s Roles 

Monday, 
October 
11 

Nanette R Spina, “Introduction,” Women’s 
Authority and Leadership in a Hindu Goddess 
Tradition (New York: Palgrave Macmillan US, 
2017),  

  

Wednes
day, 
Oct. 13 

Nanette R Spina, “Women and the Goddess,” 
Women’s Authority and Leadership in a Hindu 
Goddess Tradition (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan US, 2017).  

Short Paper Unit 8 due  

Friday, 
October 
15 

Nanette R Spina, “Women’s Voices, Women’s 
Transitions,” Women’s Authority and 
Leadership in a Hindu Goddess Tradition (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan US, 2017),  

 

  

https://wrldrels.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Interview-with-Laura-Vance.pdf
https://wrldrels.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Interview-with-Laura-Vance.pdf
https://wrldrels.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Interview-with-Laura-Vance.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pAlctUictQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pAlctUictQ
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REVIEW WEEK: INTERSECTIONS, INTERSTICIES, AND IDENTITY 

Monday, 
October 
18 

FALL BREAK, NO CLASS FALL BREAK, NO 
CLASS 

FALL 
BREAK, NO 
CLASS 

Wednes
day, 
Oct. 20 

REVIEW/ DISCUSSIONS/FINAL PROJECT 
MEETINGS 

 No short 
papers this 
week 

Friday, 
October 
22 

REVIEW/ DISCUSSIONS/FINAL PROJECT 
MEETINGS 

  

Unit 9: Indigenous Women & Native American Liberation Theology  

Monday, 
October 
25 

READ: Richard Pearce, Women and Ledger 
Art: Four Contemporary Native American 
Artists (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 
2013). Chapter TBD.  

Take diligent reading 
notes 

 

Wednes
day, 
Oct. 27 

READ: Tink Tinker, “Towards an American 
Indian Indigenous Theology,” The Ecumenical 
Review 62, no. 4 (2010): 340–51.  

Short Paper Unit 9 due  

Friday, 
October 
29 

WATCH: Women and Ledger Art, YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fff_A6oeO
CM  

  

Unit 10: Hijabs, Headscarves, and Hajj: Islamic Women in a Post-9/11 World 

Monday, 
Novemb
er 1 

READ: Leila Ahmad, “Backlash: The Veil, 
The Burka, and the Clamor of War,” in A Quiet 
Revolution (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2011). 

Hansi Lo Wang, “An American Muslim Fencer 
Lunges Into U.S. Olympic History In Rio,” 
NPR, August 5, 2016, sec. The Torch, 
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetorch/2016/08/
05/488435043/an-american-muslim-fencer-
lunges-into-u-s-olympic-history-in-rio. 

Final Presentation 
Draft due 

 

Wednes
day, 
Nov. 3 

READ: Leila Ahmad, “American Muslim 
Women’s Activism in the Twenty-First 
Century,” in A Quiet Revolution (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2011). 

Short Paper Unit 10 
due 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fff_A6oeOCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fff_A6oeOCM
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetorch/2016/08/05/488435043/an-american-muslim-fencer-lunges-into-u-s-olympic-history-in-rio
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetorch/2016/08/05/488435043/an-american-muslim-fencer-lunges-into-u-s-olympic-history-in-rio
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetorch/2016/08/05/488435043/an-american-muslim-fencer-lunges-into-u-s-olympic-history-in-rio
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Friday, 
Novemb
er 5 

WATCH: Roman Paul, Gerhard Meixner, and 
Haifaa Al-Mansour, Wadjda (New York, NY: 
Sony Pictures Classics, 2013).  

Takes notes on film  

Unit 11: Modern Wicca and the Witch Trials: When Women Fall Victim 

Monday, 
Novemb
er 8 

READ: Laura Vance, “Wicca: Valuing the 
Divine Feminine,” and “Conclusion,” in 
Women in New Religions (New York: New 
York University Press, 2015). 

 

Take diligent reading 
notes 

 

Wednes
day, 
Nov. 10 

READ: Douglas Brode, “Something Wiccan 
Comes This Way,” in Mulitculturalism and the 
Mouse: Race Ad Sex in Disney Entertainment 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005).  

Short Paper Unit 11 
due 

 

Friday, 
Novemb
er 12 

 WATCH: In Search of History: Salem Witch 
Trials (Films on Demand, 1998). 

  

Unit 12: Atheism & Nones: Women Who Have Left 

Monday, 
Novemb
er 15 

READ: Stephen Bullivant et al., “Atheism, 
Gender, and Sexuality,” Oxford Handbooks in 
Religion and Theology, 1 (2013).  

Take diligent reading 
notes 

 

Wednes
day, 
Nov. 17 

READ: Marta Trzebiatowska, “‘Atheism Is 
Not the Problem. The Problem Is Being a 
Woman’. Atheist Women and Reasonable 
Feminism,” Journal of Gender Studies 28, no. 4 
(May 19, 2019): 475–87.  

Short Paper Unit 12 
due 

 

Friday, 
Novemb
er 19 

READ: Pick One 

Bethanne Patrick, “The Common Experiences 
of Women Who Leave Extreme Religions,” 
The Atlantic, April 22, 2013, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/sexes/archive/201
3/04/the-common-experiences-of-women-who-
leave-extreme-religions/275065/; Sarah 
Stankorb, “Why Women Are Opting Out of 
Religion,” Medium, April 14, 2021, 
https://gen.medium.com/why-women-are-
opting-out-of-religion-9815ca531178; “Ultra-
Orthodox and Trans: ‘I Prayed to God to Make 
Me a Girl,’” BBC News, April 25, 2020, sec. 

 Find a few 
reasons why 
the authors 
suggest that 
women have 
left. Each of 
these authors 
have 
different 
positions. 
Take note of 
that.  

https://www.theatlantic.com/sexes/archive/2013/04/the-common-experiences-of-women-who-leave-extreme-religions/275065/
https://www.theatlantic.com/sexes/archive/2013/04/the-common-experiences-of-women-who-leave-extreme-religions/275065/
https://www.theatlantic.com/sexes/archive/2013/04/the-common-experiences-of-women-who-leave-extreme-religions/275065/
https://gen.medium.com/why-women-are-opting-out-of-religion-9815ca531178
https://gen.medium.com/why-women-are-opting-out-of-religion-9815ca531178
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Stories, https://www.bbc.com/news/stories-
51928077. 

Unit 13: Women and the Academic Study of Religion 

Monday, 
Novemb
er 22 

READ: Rebecca Barrett-Fox, “7 Women 
Scholars On the Gender Divide in Religious 
Studies, the Power of Mentors, and Leading 
While Female,” Religion Dispatches, 
November 21, 2015, 
https://religiondispatches.org/7-women-
scholars-on-the-gender-divide-in-religious-
studies-the-power-of-mentors-and-leading-
while-female/. 

Look up the work of one 
or more of the scholars 
mentioned in the article.  

 

Wednes
day, 
Nov. 24 

THANKSGIVING BREAK No short paper this 
week 

THANKSGI
VING 
BREAK 

Friday, 
Novemb
er 26 

THANKSGIVING BREAK THANKSGIVING 
BREAK 

THANKSGI
VING 
BREAK 

Unit 13: Multimedia Presentation Week  

Monday, 
Novemb
er 29 

Review/Final Questions  Review/Final Questions  

Wednes
day, 
Dec. 1 

Presentations Presentations  

Friday, 
Decemb
er 3 

Presentations Presentations  

Monday, 
Decemb
er 6 

Presentations Presentations  

Exam 
Date 

Presentations (if needed) Presentations (if needed)   

 
 
 

 

https://www.bbc.com/news/stories-51928077
https://www.bbc.com/news/stories-51928077
https://religiondispatches.org/7-women-scholars-on-the-gender-divide-in-religious-studies-the-power-of-mentors-and-leading-while-female/
https://religiondispatches.org/7-women-scholars-on-the-gender-divide-in-religious-studies-the-power-of-mentors-and-leading-while-female/
https://religiondispatches.org/7-women-scholars-on-the-gender-divide-in-religious-studies-the-power-of-mentors-and-leading-while-female/
https://religiondispatches.org/7-women-scholars-on-the-gender-divide-in-religious-studies-the-power-of-mentors-and-leading-while-female/
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Syllabus Contract and Expectations: 

 
While I expect certain things of you in the course, participation, attendance, timeliness, and good 
engagement, you also should and could expect certain things of me. Think of the syllabus as a tool and 
also a contract. First, the syllabus is a tool. It can offer answers and solutions to problems. The syllabus 
can help you piece together the course to create an entire picture of what the final product will look like. 
Look to the syllabus first. Second, the syllabus is a contract. The syllabus says, to you, “This is what 
Professor Tarleton expects of you.” There’s nothing sneaky, tricky, or underhanded about it. But, the 
syllabus also holds me accountable to you. You know what to expect of me with regard to office hours, 
email response time, assignment expectations, and grade performance. Your first assignment will be to 
return this page to me, uploaded as an assignment (Syllabus Contract), and signed (typed name is fine).   
 
I can expect you: 

• To show up to class on time and ready to participate/listen. 
• To strive for camera-on participation in each and every class 
• To be attentive and engaged for lectures and discussions 
• To spend an appropriate amount of time on our readings, podcasts, videos, assignments, etc. each 

week.  
• To show up prepared when it is your turn to share your short paper 
• To engage with all parts of the material even if you may disagree 
• To ASK FOR HELP.   

 
You can expect me: 

• To start and end class on time 
• To answer emails within 24-48 hours during weekdays, and within 72 hours of weekends 
• To assign readings, videos, movies, or podcasts that cover the material, are the appropriate 

reading level, and that are informative and engaging 
• To give assignments that are fruitful, reflective of the material, and helpful to your overall 

construction of the course.  
• Be available during the week to offer help 

 
 
Signed (by professor): Madison E. Tarleton (she/her) 
Signed (by student):  
 
 
 


